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From the General Manager
This is the last specific “Monthly Report” to be produced by the RMPP team. Instead, we will be
producing the “Ground Up” on a monthly basis, and including more content. The “Ground Up” can be
forwarded throughout the sector to peers and customers, rural professionals and farmers, to keep
them informed of progress.
In place of some of the specific details within the monthly report we will allow time within the Advisory
Group Meetings to ensure partners receive more detailed information from both the Programme and
PSG.
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Project Summaries
Research Behaviour Change
Segmentation and High Performance Farmer
Our high performance farmers have been invited to attend the National Farmer Workshop at the start
of March.

Supply and Procurement
Following the main draft report discussed in the December PSG meeting, Deloitte have completed a
smaller draft for feedback and discussion. Further work is being completed to clarify and simplify the
message and this will be circulated to PSG once completed.
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Sector Capability
Attracting Talent
Agriculture in Education
A strategy for Primary Schools is being drafted with assistance from CORE education, which will outline
which regions and schools we would like to work with and why. The offering to Primary schools
currently is a resource for Year 7/8 and a farm visit.
66 Secondary schools have signed MoUs to date to use the NCEA resources developed and approved
by NZQA.

Develop Emerging Talent
The Leadership Pathway Programme is for Secondary school students who take a leadership role in
TeenAg clubs. Several clubs combined in regions to start working on the programme.
The Red Meat Network is for students in tertiary study. The network now has 8 hubs, with 7 meetings
already planned for March. The launch at Auckland university will be in April. This is a new hub,
therefore the New Zealand Young Farmers team are working closely with the University to create the
right approach for the students.
The Rural Mentor Programme still has 50 people who registered in 2016 working with a mentor.

Leadership and lifelong learning supported through nationwide networks
TeenAg clubs – Schools have started back and many clubs have held their first meeting for the year.
Waitaki Girls had an innovative approach to driving membership. They set up a stall at the schools
‘Club Expo event’ to showcase what they do. With 450 students attending the expo, we are sure the
membership will grow for the Teen Ag club.
The Rural Business Network had five hub meetings in February.
• Taranaki region is new to the network. The launch was in Hawera, with Mike Petersen
speaking, giving a global perspective for NZ agriculture, 43 people attended.
• Central Otago hub is new also, Mike Petersen spoke at this launch, which was in Alexandra.
54 people attended the event.
• Waikato hosted their event in Hamilton, with Graeme Milne the Board chairman of Synlait
speaking, his topic was building a competitive advantage in the rural sector. 53 people
attended.
• Gisborne hosted Julia Jones from KPMG speaking about maintaining relevance in a fast
changing world. 19 people attended.
• Hawkes Bay ran their event in Waipukurau. Gerard Hickey, Managing Director of First Light
Foods spoke about positioning New Zealand Beef at the premium end of international
markets. 40 people attended.
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Capability Development
Understanding Your Farming Business
6 programmes commenced in February with Module 1, Measuring Farm Performance. Two new
facilitators were in training for this module, to enable the programme to grow over the next couple of
years.
Some of the feedback received for Module 1:
• My mother makes a ‘budget’ from time to time to time to show the bank manager, after which
it is promptly thrown out. I will make a legitimate budget and will share it with the rest of our
family farming business.
•

My husband has KPIs, but I didn’t know what they were. Now I can have input, and discuss
these together.

•

My husband is very open and values my support, he doesn’t feel he is all alone now.

Computer workshops for farmers
Further tutors have been recruited in order to grow the programme in 2017. A tutor training day is
planned for mid-March, with course dates expected to be agreed by this time also.
Pathways into Farm Business Ownership
The project Advisory Group met in February to review the resources developed to date. The fact
sheets, template agreements, video and animated case studies were fully endorsed by the group and
seen as excellent resources to add to the Info Hub and use in workshops in future. Further work is to
be done with the self-assessment questions and the Group recommended more case studies be
developed to reflect a broader range of real life scenarios that they are seeing in the market place eg.
non-family successors, and bringing in a Partner to grow the business.
With regard to workshops, this became part of a bigger conversation around the need for a national
strategy that will drive a more aligned set of activities and adoption support processes for farmers
looking to enter into, grow or manage succession of their farm business. A model was drafted that
involves developing a 12-18 month workshop where rural professionals (banks, accountants, insurers,
lawyers, consultants etc) ‘slot in’ to deliver in their areas of expertise, at the right time for the farmer.
The workshops would be supported by rural professionals providing one-on-one support in between
and/or running small group activities based on the new Extension System. These ideas will be explored
further by the group over the next couple of months.
Development of a Facilitation and Extension Training Programme
The ‘Facilitator Support’ training workshop was trialled with the Beef + Lamb New Zealand Eastern
North Island Farmer Council on 10 February 2017 and with the Beef + Lamb New Zealand Steering
Group of the Farming for Profit Committee in Masterton on 28 February. Feedback has been very
positive from both groups. The next stage of the course is for us to provide the Adoption Support
(practice of their new skills and feedback) which will occur at the groups field day later in March.
Development of the other two programmes has begun and will be ready for piloting in April.
Resource Development for the Knowledge/Info Hub
The suggested list of topics and modules will be finalised in early March for the Info hub. This list will
then be prioritised so development of the modules can begin.
With the positive feedback received for the Business Planning tool developed for the Proof of Concept
(PoC), the remaining parts of the tool will be developed and tested with farmers over March/April.
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The Feed Planning module will be taken from its current form (it was built for PoC testing only; not as
a finalised learning module) and redeveloped into a learning module.
Key next steps – at a glance

Completion Date

Attracting Talent
Primary School Strategy first draft ready

March 2017

Capability Development
Computer tutor training

March 2017

Prioritisation of resource development for info hub

March 2017

Extension Design
Early in February an initial workshop was held for rural professionals which was co-hosted between
RMPP and NZIPIM. The purpose of the workshop was to engage with a cross section of rural
professionals and understand their future capability needs within the context of the emerging
extension system. RMPP provided an overview of the findings of the farm pilots and an update of the
wider programme, and then the workshop explored what the future might look like for farmers
wanting to access expertise. A follow up workshop was held three weeks later to build on those
discussions. This workshop focussed on issues such as capability and capacity of connectors,
facilitators and subject matter experts.
The outcomes from the two workshops is a much clearer understanding amongst attendees of the
direction and nature of the extension roll out, what that means for rural professionals and what skills
rural professionals need in the future system. RMPP will continue the engagement with rural
professionals across the people and capability, data and systems and the extension design projects.
The National Workshop planning dominated the month of February with significant attention paid to
the design of the workshop as a whole, and the design of the three parts within the workshop – the
context setting, farm insights and future extension system design. The extension design team worked
closely with ThinkPlace in developing the design thinking approach with fifteen facilitators trained in
late February. Careful consideration was also given to the farm insights break-out sessions with
emphasis placed on bringing forward the pilot farmer’s experiences and the ‘so what’ because of those
experiences.
Key next steps – at a glance

Completion Date

National Farmer Workshop

6 - 7 March

Farm to Processor
The Farm to Processor Project has been delayed and now has been removed from the RMPP
programme. Schedule 5 has been amended to reflect the change.
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Key next steps – at a glance
Awaiting completion of “stage one” of the Supply and Procurement
Project for the first Stop/Go point – delivery of a brief paper looking at
the opportunities within the sector.

Completion Date
March 2017

National Roll Out of Extension Programme
The PSG have approved a new sub project under the Sector Capability Project to Roll out the extension
programme nationally. The subsequent milestones and business case are currently being developed.

Data and Systems
Data Integration
Data Linker: Some good progress is being made, with ANZCO nearing completion of Data Linker
implementation development work, Dairybase commencing a design project for Data Linker
integration with several organisations, interest in developing a pasture covers data schema from
Farmax and AsureQuality wishing to investigate supply of farm assurance/profile feed to processors.
eASD: The eASD pilot commenced at Silver Ferns Farm’s Finegand plant on 20 February. Of the farmers
invited to use eASD, 35 have so far indicated they wish to participate and eASD forms are now starting
to come in. Both web and mobile (Android and iOS) versions are available and being used.
The final stages of software development work are underway with completion planned mid-March.
The business case for extending the pilot to all of industry, including farm to sale yard and farm to
farm is being prepared by OSPRI.

Benchmarking
Online KPIs: Development of the kgs/ha and live weight gain as online tools has been approved and
development is underway.
Standard KPIs: Several groups have reviewed and confirmed the core set of KPIs we have developed
are logical high level measures for a red meat farming business. In the final stages of creating a KPI
pack for publication. The feasibility of creating on-line versions for all the core KPI set is to be
investigated.

Decision Tools
Rapid Group Weighing: AgResearch have reviewed the practicality of undertaking a further full gate
width simulation, but the consensus is that it’s not worth pursuing this further as it’s highly unlikely
that we would be able to get the accuracy levels required or create a practical, affordable solution. As
a result, the RGW initiative as identified in Schedule 5 has reached a logical, albeit disappointing,
conclusion.
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We have however submitted the RGW problem as a challenge to the Manawatu AgTech Hackathon,
which is being run as part of the Central District Field Days, to see if those outside the sector can come
up with alternative approaches.
Information Hub: Approval to develop a full-scale Information Hub has been received and work is now
underway on both the infrastructure and content.

Key next steps – at a glance

Completion Date

Data Integration
Complete eASD pilot
Work with processors to ensure participation in Data Linker trial

End April 2017
On-going

Benchmarking
Standard KPIs – finalise additional requirements to publish

End March 2017

Convert kgs/ha and live weight gain benchmark models into on-line tools

End May 2017

Finalise carcass defect model lost revenue calculation

End May 2017

Decision Tools
Development of full scale Information Hub (MVP)

End April 2017

Development of full scale Information Hub content (MVP)

End May 2017

Production and Provenance
NZ Red Meat Story
Areas of work over the last month have been
• Consulting with the Ministry of Primary Industries (MPI) on their 'Project Origin', and how we
can align the NZ-FAP to customer assurances around certain production raising claims e.g.
Grass-fed, no Hormone Growth Promotants etc.
• Continuing to map the verification process to the story themes that came from farmer
interviews.
• Working with NZ Farm Assurance project on verification points to ensure alignment between
the two programmes.
• Getting ready for the RMPP and B+LNZ sector workshop on 1 – 2 March 2017. The aim of the
workshop is to bring all of this work to-date together, and seek feedback on the farmer themes
and proof points, whilst identifying any gaps between the two. The workshop will also be
used to gain sector input into the design of the red meat story, ensure alignment between
farmers, processors, and industry stakeholders, and finally develop the brief for a creative
agency.
Key next steps – at a glance
Industry workshop
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NZ Farm Assurance
Areas of work over the last month have been
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Printing and distribution of the NZ-FAP Standard and Farmer Handbook to meat companies
implementing the programme.
Working with JAS-ANZ to gain recognition of the NZ-FAP standard to ISO17065, this is in the
last step of the process with approval of the farm audit process confirmed.
Working with DINZ to ensure the audit process will meet the needs of the processors.
Continuing to work with NZ Red Meat Story project to establish verification points supporting
the Red Meat Story.
Consulting with industry entities to scope possible methodologies to establish a farm
assurance residency process.
The AFFCO Board have approved the proposal to join NZ-FAP with some questions to be
considered prior to confirmation. These questions are being addressed. The joining fee will
be $25,000.
Other meat companies looking to join are; Binxi Meats, Firstlight, Taylor Preston, Freshmeats,
Duncan Processors and Mountain River Processors.

Key next steps - at a glance
NZ-FAP submitted to JAZ-ANZ for ISO17065 Scope Extension

Completion Date
Underway

Work with partner group to establish implementation timelines

Ongoing

Work to include other company's and entities in NZ-FAP

Ongoing

NZ-FAP implementation by partner group as required

Underway

Working with B+LNZ to develop NZ-FAP environmental module

Underway

Develop a NZ-FAP Certification Status project scoping document

Underway

Programme implementation commencing
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Communication Timetable of Activity (March 2017 – October 2017)
Detail
Partner Newsletters/Ediary
Specialist Newsletters

March
As and when

April
As and when

RMPP e-newsletter

Edition 5

Edition 6

Press Release

National Farmer
Workshop
Pathways to Farm
Business Ownership –
resources completed.
eASD launch trial
First year extension pilot
results
Hackathon involvement
(if all goes well at CDFD)

Farm business health
check
5 Star Beef – full eASD
utilisation

External article (reporter,
partner)

National Farmer
Workshop (Tony Benny)
Malcolm and Michael to
be interview at NFW
Malcolm and Michael to
be interviewed in
Dunedin (Sally Rae)
Bryan Gibson and Neal
Wallace catch up
(Farmers Weekly)

May
As and when

Media

Newsletters

Agrigate – MPI PGP
newsletter
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Edition 7

June
As and when

July
As and when

Federated Farmers Friday
Flash (Weekly). Info as
and when
AgriOne newsletter. Info
as and when
AWDT Newsletter
Agrigate – MPI PGP
newsletter

Federated Farmers Friday
Flash (Weekly). Info as
and when
AWDT Newsletter

Edition 8

Edition 9

Information Hub launch
(TBC)

Data Linker –
implementation
Info Hub rollout
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March
Daily Twitter posts and
retweets
Weekly Facebook posts
and shares

April
Daily Twitter posts and
retweets
Weekly Facebook posts
and shares

May
Daily Twitter posts and
retweets
Weekly Facebook posts
and shares

June
Daily Twitter posts and
retweets
Weekly Facebook posts
and shares

July
Daily Twitter posts and
retweets.
Weekly Facebook posts
and shares

Events

RMPP National Farmer
Workshop (6-7 March)
Presentations to:
Wanaka A & P Show
(with Rabobank and
other partners)
Future Farmer
Conference (15 March)
Rural Advisory
Committee (2 March)
ANZ CD Fieldays
lunchtime session
Beef + Lamb NZ Farm
Team
A25 primary sector
reference group
(Manawatu)
SoRDs primary sector
reference group
(Southland)

Presentations to:
East Coast Farming for
Technology Expo
ANZ Red Meat Business
of Farming (possibly)
Attendance at:

Presentations to:
Beef + Lamb NZ
Innovation Day (3rd)
Manawatu NZIPIM
branch meeting (3rd)
Attendance at:
Potential Info Hub launch
at Parliament.

Presentations to:
NZVA conference,
Blenheim (21-23)
Attendance at:
National Fieldays
(potential launch with
Minister/PM of Info Hub)

Presentations to:
Attendance at:

Other

Detail
Social Media

Attendance at:
Agrifood Investment
Central Districts FD (ANZ)
Beef + Lamb NZ market
development workshop
NZ Ag Invest - Hackathon
Event
NZ Ag Invest:Future
Leaders
NZ Ag Invest – Primary
sector roundtable
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Detail
Additional plans
completed

March

Reporting

Monthly report to
partners
Monthly summary to
partner communications
team

Website
Public documents

Maintenance of site
KPIS – how to present
them in a meaningful
way
Communications catch
up (phone)
Regional Catch Ups
(Timaru and Ashburton)
ANZ, Auckland

Partner catch ups
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April
Information Hub
Communications and
engagement plan
Extension roll out plan
Monthly report to
partners
Monthly summary to
partner communications
team
Maintenance of site

Regional Catch Ups
(Hawke’s Bay and
Gisborne)

May

June

July

Quarterly MPI Report
Monthly report to
partners
Monthly summary to
partner communications
team
Maintenance of site

Monthly report to
partners
Monthly summary to
partner communications
team

Monthly report to
partners
Monthly summary to
partner communications
team

Maintenance of site

Maintenance of site

Communications catch
up (phone)
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August
As and when

September
As and when

October
As and when

Federated Farmers
Friday Flash (Weekly).
Info as and when
AgriOne newsletter. Info
as and when
AWDT Newsletter
Agrigate – MPI PGP
newsletter

Federated Farmers
Friday Flash (Weekly).
Info as and when
AWDT Newsletter

Federated Farmers
Friday Flash (Weekly).
Info as and when
AWDT Newsletter
Agrigate – MPI PGP
newsletter

RMPP e-newsletter

Edition 10

Edition 11

Edition 12

Daily Twitter posts and
retweets
Weekly Facebook posts
and shares

Daily Twitter posts and
retweets
Weekly Facebook posts
and shares

Daily Twitter posts and
retweets
Weekly Facebook posts
and shares

Presentations to:
Attendance at:

Presentations to:
Attendance at:

Presentations to:
Attendance at:

Quarterly MPI Report
Monthly report to
partners
Monthly summary to
partner communications
team
Maintenance of site

Monthly report to
partners
Monthly summary to
partner communications
team

Monthly report to
partners
Monthly summary to
partner communications
team

Maintenance of site

Maintenance of site

Media

Newsletters

Detail
Partner Newsletters/Ediary
Specialist Newsletters

Press Release
External article (reporter,
partner)
Social Media

Events

Other

Additional plans
Reporting

Website
Public documents
Partner catch-ups
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